To improve the situation with human rights of soldiers and recruits in Russian Federation, HRO Soldiers mothers of Saint-Petersburg considers that it is necessary to take following measures:

1. To provide the rights of recruits to access to justice, law enforcement bodies.

2. To make as the legislative initiative of change to the legislation that will allow to make liability for an illegal appeal on military service, will provide a "transparency" of an appeal and social control over an appeal.

3. As the radical and effective decision we ask to cancel appeal institute on military service.

4. To counteract official compulsion of the conclusion of the contract of military service.

5. To provide officers and other military men sufficient material with the maintenance, normal living conditions

6. As the radical and effective decision we ask to recognise activity of warships and military Offices of Public Prosecutor inefficient and to disband them with transfer of affairs to civil law enforcement bodies
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